
INFANT SCHOOL
“L.BORGHI”



INFANT SCHOOL “L.BORGHI”
There are four classes in our school:

Ladybirds
Caterpillars
Tortoises
Butterflies



LADYBIRDS
3 years old

We play with colours to make... 



The BANNER of Ponsacco



CATERPILLARS
3-4-5 years old

We want to make the COAT of ARMS
of Ponsacco



3-year-old girls and boys

they 
make 

collage



4-year-old school pupils

they use temperas and sponges



coloured 
pencils for 
5-year-old 
children



and here is our Coat of Arms!



We will guide you through
“Villa Elisa”,

a very important piece of 
architecture of Ponsacco...

TORTOISES
4 years old



Join us!



This is “Villa Elisa”

 



Villa Elisa
hosts the city council library



This is Ponsacco’s Coat of Arms

It reminds us 
that

“Villa Elisa”
belongs to

EVERYONE



INSIDE Villa Elisa we find the 
Library



as well as a room 
for exhibitions...



and a CINEMA!



The Cinema Theatre “ODEON”

the stage and the screen



the audience



and now we go back to school...

...and back to work



VILLA ELISA  “THE EXTERIOR”



VILLA ELISA  “INSIDE”



VILLA ELISA  3D

Work in progress



and that’s not the end...



BUTTERFLIES
5 years old

PONSACCO WAS ONCE
A CASTLE...



PONSACCO

Ponsacco’s name stems from the fusion of the latin words “PONS SACCI”, 
which translate as “Sacco’s bridge”.

Sacco was the name of the bridge guardian who collected the toll from 
those who wanted to cross the bridge.

Within a short time the village became a castle.
Of the ancient castle, today only the arch and the tower in the city centre 

near our school are visible

And now let us show them to you!



The arch of the castle



Our pictures of the castle's arch





We made the bridge with lego bricks



Ponsacco's castle
we have tried to imagine how it looked like...





Thank you for your attention!

Bye!
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